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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) technology is rapidly being applied to real life, but the
application of a corresponding secure and convenient authentication method is still in significant
challenge. So far, pattern, password and fingerprint authentication are the most used methods, but
it is important to address various security vulnerabilities and limitations of these approaches. In
the case of fingerprint recognition, additional hardware such as a fingerprint scanner is required,
which causes cost issues and could be vulnerable to fingerprint theft. To solve this problem, this
paper proposes a model that uses both biometric and behavioral authentication at the same time.
This method exploits the biometric authentication that measures the length of the contact region that
occurs when three fingers are placed side by side on the touch screen or pad. In addition, it utilizes
the behavioral authentication itself using three-finger L-shape touch, as well as secure geometric
information generated by smart watch such as acceleration sensors. Therefore, this proposed model
will be useful to implement more secure, rapid and user-friendly way of authentication in many
practical busy and buzzling field where deal with sensitive private information.

Keywords: security; authentication; IoT; wearable device; machine learning

1. Introduction

Recently the Internet of Things (IoT) is being used in many different fields as the cost
issue is not as critical as before and therefore implementation of home IoT systems is also
rapidly increasing day by day. In the case of the current home IoT system, wall pads which
use a centralized way of controlling and managing devices connected to the home network
is commonly used, and most of them use a touch screen to support a user interface. Some
wall pads collect and use sensitive data from users without any proper secure processing
by intentional neglect or ignorance of private data security. If access to these devices by
non-family members is infrequent, significant issues may not arise, but when logging into
a specific IoT device in a place frequented by unspecified people, blocking the access of
unauthorized users should be considered a priority. In other words, IoT device access must
be protected through authentication [1] which secure, fast and convenient. In principle,
access by unauthorized users is not allowed, but it should not be overlooked that systems
are exposed to numerous types of access attacks. This includes intentional tricky attacks as
well as attempts out of simple curiosity.

The authentication methods most used in touch screen user interfaces are ones based
on a password or PIN, but this method has several inconveniences and is currently used as
a secondary authentication method because they may be difficult to remember because
of the following reasons: a password of at least four to usually eight or more digits
and characters is required and it is easy to forget over time. In addition, there is an
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inconvenience of having to change it frequently because there is a high possibility of
exposure. These significant drawbacks cause similar problems in the next most common
pattern recognition authentication. Pattern authentication is easy to use, but the one created
is too simple, someone else can crack it simply using commonly used expected patterns.
In addition, after user authentication, it is necessary to prepare for a smudge attack [2]
that acquires authentication using the handprint remaining on the touch screen. It is also
very vulnerable to shoulder-surfing attack [3], which observes the user’s behavior using
pattern authentication and then attacks by using the same authentication motion that is
remembered later. Various behavior-based authentications used as an alternative to this
pattern recognition method are inevitably vulnerable to both smudge and shoulder-surfing
attacks. The most famous method of bio-based authentication used to compensate for this
problem is the fingerprint recognition method because it is convenient to log in and of
course each person has a unique fingerprint that is totally different from others, therefore
identity authentication is possible. However, there are still many vulnerabilities and
problems related to information security systems. Of note, an experiment that showed the
loopholes of fingerprint recognition technology conducted at the University of Michigan
in the United States pointed out that biometric information can’t be changed once leaked
therefore it is much more hazardous than the classical security system. Fingerprints are
used as one of the means of authenticating not only IoT networks, but also in the community
for other purposes, so it is an authentication method with a very high risk of exposure.
For this reason, the fingerprint recognition systems applied to facilities where security is
important are currently regarded as an auxiliary security medium [4]. In addition to these
problems, not all IoT devices have a touchscreen capable of fingerprint authentication,
because there are many restrictions such as mechanical space and cost for additionally
installing hardware such as a fingerprint scanner.

Currently, the mainly used authentication models are vulnerable to various attacks.
The most used password or pattern make it easy for malicious third parties to check and
abuse the authentication process. Fingerprint authentication models are also dangerous
because leakage can cause serious damage. Since finding a new way to replace this most
easily used authentication method was a new challenge, more secure and upgraded model
while taking advantage of the advantages of each currently used authentication model is
proposed [2,3].

In this context, this paper proposes the following methods to integrate and solve
these problems and explains the experimental results. The method exploits the biometric
authentication that measures the length of the contact region that occurs when three fingers
are placed side by side on the touch sensor pad. In addition, it utilizes the behavioral
authentication itself using three-finger L-shape touch, as well as secure geometric informa-
tion generated by smart watch sensors such as acceleration sensors. It can complement
the disadvantages of existing behavior-based authentication such as PIN or password and
biometric authentication such as fingerprint and use of the smart watch’s sensor to reflect
the user’s behavioral characteristics enhance security.

2. Related Research

Recently, a lot of research has been done on how to integrate behavioral and biometric-
based authentication and IoT authentication so that users can quickly access systems with
high reliability.

2.1. Fingerprinting

The most popular authentication model in recent years is fingerprint recognition. This
method is easy, fast, and secure, but not all IoT devices have fingerprint scanners. To this
end, attaching a fingerprint scanner implies an additional cost, and hardware other than
the built-in fingerprint scanner also requires room for physical space. This problem makes
attaching a fingerprint scanner to an IoT device undesirable. In addition, fingerprints are
also used in important parts of real life, such as background checks for criminal history
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and immigration history and in banking. This means that if fingerprint data is exposed at
least once to a malicious attacker, it can be subsequently used for a dangerous crime. and it
should also be noted that once exposed, it is impossible to change fingerprints as easily as
PINs or passwords for life, rendering fingerprint authentication services unusable again
if exposed.

2.2. Behavior and Biometric Authentication

Authentication methods such as PINs passwords and patterns are now popular, but
vulnerable to smudging attacks or shoulder-surfing attacks. The most studied alternative
method authentication is behavior and biometric authentication, an authentication method
using users’ unique behavior and biometric characteristics. These include recognizing and
checking the user’s walk with a camera to open the door [5], keystroke authentication that
measures the user’s keyboard input speed or habits [6], and gesture-based authentication
that uses the user’s own gestures [7]. Various behavioral and biometric authentication
schemes are being studied, but the biggest problem with these certification methods is time,
as the behavioral characteristics of users change slightly over time, therefore, computers
trained with existing data will not allow successful authentication without re-entering the
changed characteristics.

2.3. IoT Certicication

Most IoT devices cannot use typical authentication methods. There are many IoT
devices that do not have a keypad or display, so it is difficult to use authentication meth-
ods such as passwords, patterns and fingerprints. To use these authentication methods,
installing fingerprint scanners or wireless communications devices for communication
authentication is limited for reasons such as cost and space. Nowadays, home IoT systems
typically use a centralized management method employing touchscreens. This allows
IoT devices with various authentication methods to be integrated and managed via the
touchscreen. Currently, the types and uses of IoT devices are very broad. For these many
IoTs, each authentication method should have low dependency on a specific interface or
sensor, require no hardware modification of existing products, impose no restrictions on
device size and installation, security, and provide reliable authentication results. The most
ideal IoT authentication method must satisfy all the above conditions.

3. Model Overview

The proposed model uses both behavior-based authentication and biometric authenti-
cation and uses a smart watch to leverage behavioral capabilities. The proposed authenti-
cation method is completed by the act of wearing a smart watch, spreading three fingers
and swiping in an L-shape.

The length between the three fingers is used as data to obtain data that is easier to
use and more secure than the currently used authentication models [8]. Since the length
between fingers varies from person to person, it can be used as a biological variable with
unique characteristics. In addition, since all users also have different behavior patterns,
their gestures are all different from the perspective of the starting point, acceleration, touch
area, etc., so these characteristics can be used as behavior-based variables. To use these
two properties, the touch of the L-shape that best represents them is used. It can clearly
measure the distance between fingers and make use of all the various behavioral features
of the gesture.

3.1. Threat Model

The threat model used in the experiment is as follows: when a malicious attacker
who is not registered in the proposed model performs authentication, the success rate
of malicious attacks depends on how much the attacker knows how to authenticate the
model. The attacker may peek at the user’s authentication performance action and infer
the authentication process from any fingerprint marks remaining on the touch screen. In
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addition, another user may be an attacker attacking another authenticated user. An attacker
who is familiar with all authentication processes can be the most dangerous attacker, so we
consider this case as the main threat model.

3.2. Behavior-Based Authentication

The user swipes an L-shape to the touchscreen using three fingers on a screen. Such
gesture authentication is simpler than PINs or passwords, as it does not require any memo-
rization. However, there are many problems if authentication is done only with this motion.
As previously stated, it is vulnerable to smudge attack and shoulder-surfing attacks, where
an attacker peeks at the user’s motion or marks left on the touchscreen. These behavior-
based authentication methods also changes over time. Therefore, implementing highly
secure authentication using only behavior-based authentication is not a good solution.

3.3. Biometric Authentication

In behavior-based authentication, biometric authentication is used to solve the prob-
lem of attributes changing over time. This model uses the distance between the fingers
rather than the fingerprints which have a high risk of abuse. This information is considered
an authentication method with increased security because the length and thickness of the
fingers differ from person to person when three fingers are spread out.

3.4. Smartwatch Motion Authentication

When using an authentication method that combines behavior-based authentication
and biometric authentication, the smart watch wearing method is used together to confirm
whether the user is close or not [9]. The important point is that the user’s behavioral
characteristics are also reflected in the above authentication method. When these behavioral
characteristics are applied, the main factors that can judge the user are increased, which
results in an effective increase in security [10]. Because each user has different wrist
movement and approach speed, it is possible to perform a geometrical analysis using the
smart watch’s accelerometer and gyroscope sensor [11].

3.5. Model Diagram and Authentication Process

The proposed model consists of a touch screen used by IoT devices, a user’s smart
watch, and a computing server for machine learning data analysis as shown in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Model diagram and Data flow for authentication.

The order of operation of our authentication model is as follows:
Authentication Process:

(1) Connection: Connect the touchscreen to the smartwatch via Bluetooth.
(2) Transfer Behavior Data: The smartwatch continues to deliver accelerometer and

gyroscope dataset until the end of operation.
(3) Perform Authentication: The user swipes the L-shape with three fingers on the touch

screen. In the registration stage, this operation is performed 20 times, and after the
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user’s behavior feature is extracted, the actual use for an authentication process only
needs to be done once.

(4) Save Result: Calculate the geometric distant when the actions entered by the user
on the touchscreen with each feature and save the result and the smartwatch sensor
interval result as a text file, respectively.

(5) File Transfer: Transfer the generated two text files to a specific storage space on
the server.

(6) Machine Learning: The server performs machine learning using two files delivered.
Isolation Forest method, which performs well among several classification models is
used in this stage.

(7) Share Result: The server delivers machine learning result to the IoT device which has
touchscreen.

3.6. Securing Unique Dataset with t-SNE (t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding)

The t-SNE algorithm, a data dimension reduction algorithm, was exploited to check
whether the collected data really represents the unique characteristics of an individual.
Data from 10 users were used in this experiment. In the Figure 2, each user’s data is in
a different place. The user data are clearly different from each other. Therefore, it was
confirmed that the collected user data had sufficiently unique characteristics.

Figure 2. Distribution of the user using t-SNE algorithm.

4. Description of the Model

In this section, the new authentication method using biometric data and behavioral
data together will be described in detail by major components.

4.1. Touch Screen

On a touchscreen, when a user swipes L shape, the touchscreen uses input features to
calculate behavior-based and biometric features, respectively. These calculated variables
are stored as text files on the touchscreen and passed to the server.

4.1.1. Behavior-Based Variables

The method uses two types of behavior data for authentication. First, it uses three
fingers to make L-swiping gestures. This is the simplest gesture to ensure that the data to be
used in the biometric authentication is fully available. Also, it’s easy to remember because
of its simplicity. For this, the method uses six features for gestures in behavior-based
authentication as follows:
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• Total distance: Total distance of movement (∑n
i=1 XiXi−1, n is the length of the se-

quence, X is the touch point)
• Displacement: distance between the start and end points (X0Xn)
• Time: Time from touch start to end (Te − Ts)

• Touch speed: average touch speed sequence ( 1
n ∑n

i=1
XiXi−1
Ti−Ti−1

)

• Touch area: mean of the touch area sequence ( 1
n ∑n

i=0 Mi)
• Angle: Mean of the angular sequence between the horizontal line and two points

( 1
n ∑n

i=1

(
atan

(
YiYi−1
XiXi−1

)
× 180

π

)
).

The behavior-based authentication variable is calculated using six variables and since
this variable is the value of one finger, if three fingers are used, a total of 18 action-based
authentication variables are used in the authentication method.

4.1.2. Biometric Variables

This method straightens three fingers of a user and measures the distance between
each finger. The distance between fingers varies from person to person, so it can be used as
a unique feature for authentication. It also has the strength that the value does not change
over time. When the user performs authentication, our method performs authentication by
straightening the three fingers as shown in Figure 3. It uses seven features for biometric-
based authentication as follows.

Figure 3. Example of L-swiping coordinates on a touchscreen.

• AB: Straight distance between A and B;
• BC: Straight distance between B and C;
• CA: Straight distance between C and A;
• d1: x distance between A and B;
• d2: x distance between B and C;
• d3: y distance between A and B;
• d4: y distance between B and C.

When using three fingers, the model calculates biometric variables using each distance
of three fingers, resulting in a total of seven variables. Therefore, the total number of
variables calculated on the touch screen is 25, and the calculated values of biometric
variables vary according to the order of touch input on the touch screen. So, the input
touch events must be sorted in the smallest order of x, and the swap function ensures that
x is stored in the array in the smallest order in each of the various touch sequences.
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4.1.3. Receiving Smartwatch Values

The smartwatch value is received by the touchscreen using a Bluetooth connection.
The touchscreen continues to connect to the smartwatch until the user has completed
authentication then terminates the connection when the user finishes typing. The smart
watch calculates and sends the accelerometer and gyroscope values, and the touch screen
averages the values of the smart watch parameters and uses them.

4.1.4. Store Variables

The 25 behavioral and biometric variables calculated on the touchscreen and the
sensor values received via the smartwatch are stored in the touchscreen internal storage
as a text file. At this time, the values of the touchscreen and smartwatch variables are
stored separately.

4.1.5. File Transmission

In the touch screen, after saving the parameters of the touch screen and the smart
watch as a file, it is necessary to perform the task of classifying the authorized users by
using them. To implement this, machine learning is used, and because it requires a lot of
computing power, touch screen sends the file to the server. At this point, we pass both files
to POST at the same time.

4.2. Smart Watch

The user must wear the smartwatch to use the behavioral features. L-swipe authen-
tication provides information that can distinguish users because each user has different
characteristics, such as the angle at which the wrist rotates and the speed at which the
wrist moves. After the smart watch is connected to the touch screen using Bluetooth before
the user performs authentication, the smart watch continuously transmits variables to the
touch screen until the user completes the authentication action on the touch screen. Each
variable is calculated before being transmitted from the smartwatch to the touch screen.

Calculate Variables

The model uses watches’ accelerometer and gyroscope sensors to distinguish between
users. This variable is passed to the touchscreen at a speed of 100 Hz. The touchscreen
receives 100 x, y, and z values of the sensors, a total of six features per second. We must
process it to store a line of variables in a single action. In smartwatches, each variable is
calculated as follows:

Meanacc,gyro =
√

x2 + y2 + z2

Each variable has a value from negative to positive, so we use the root mean square
method for each element to find the magnitude of the accelerometer and gyroscope. Since
tens to hundreds of variables need to be consolidated into one variable, the variables must
be averaged on a touch screen.

4.3. Server

In order to check whether the user who wishes to obtain authentication is a normal
registered user, this model collects registration data 20 times in the initial registration
procedure and extracts features by performing machine learning. After that, machine
learning categorizes the extracted data during user authentication attempts to confirm
whether this user is a registered user, and Gaussian mixture and isolation forest machine
learning are used. We use 13 behaviors and biometric data per finger. Therefore, the
proposed model using three fingers uses a total of 39 variables. A nonlinear classifier
must be used to classify these high-dimensional data. The SVM model using a kernel,
one of the representative classifiers, could not handle such high-dimensional data, so in
order to reliably classify similar and completely different data, a clustering algorithm with
several Gaussian distributions was used. This is because it is a way to sufficiently classify
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high-dimensional data because it uses a combination of multiple Gaussian distributions in
a complex form.

Machine Learning

• Gaussian mixture is a clustering algorithm with multiple Gaussian distributions.
Gaussian mixture does not have a class label, and similar patterns are clustered. This
computes the probability of which data belong to a cluster and forms a cluster with
a high probability of data distribution [12]. Among Gaussian mixture algorithms,
‘covariance_type’ and ‘n_components’ parameters are specified. The ‘covariance_type’
is a string describing the type of covariance parameter used and be specified as
‘spherical’ because its non-linearity and ‘n_components’ is a parameter that specifies
how many mix components there are. The ‘n_components’ as 2 because it is assigned
as true or false.

• Isolation forest machine learning randomly selects dimensions to segment the space
by any criterion. Space division can be expressed in dimensions and reference values,
and multiple spatial divisions can be expressed in the form of decision trees. The
more normal it is, the deeper it goes down the decision tree. Using these features, it
is possible to separate normal and abnormal values based on how many times it is
isolated by climbing down decision trees. The outliers are normalized from 0 to 1, so
the larger than 0.5 and closer to 1 can be defined as outliers [13,14]. The ‘contamination’
is specified as the isolation forest parameter. This is the parameter used to define the
threshold for the degree of contamination of the data set, i.e., the proportion of outliers
in the data set and the sample score and specifies the condition as 0.08.

• Gaussian mixture and isolation forest together find the solution of classification with
conflicting algorithms. These features are shown as accuracy differences. Thus,
to compensate these shortcomings, the ensemble model is applied. Both Gaussian
mixture and isolation forest use the same training dataset and test data with scale.
This specifies that test data corresponding to false is returned as false in both the
Gaussian mixture and isolation forest.

5. Experiments and Results

This section describes the contents of the experiment and evaluation of the proposed
authentication method.

5.1. Experiments

First, the experiment was conducted using a Samsung S10+ device as the touch screen
and a Galaxy Watch 1 as the smart watch, and a personal PC was used as the server. Next, a
total of 20 volunteers participated in the experiment. All subjects performed the three-finger
L-shape swipe correctly in the proposed model and collected data. To collect sufficient data,
120 three-finger L-shape operations per person were performed. This collected data was
used as a training set, and 100 out of 120 data were used as a test set, and the remaining
20 data were used. All experiments default on the training set of 100.

- Twenty volunteers provided their personal information [age (male/female)]: Ages:
Teenager (3/0), 20’s (7/4), 30’s (1/0), 40’s (2/3);

- The server PC specifications were as follows: CPU: AMD Ryzen 3 3200 G, RAM: 12 GB,
SSD: 1 TB, OS: Windows 10;

- Touchscreen specifications were as follows: Samsung S10+, CPU: Exynos 9820, DRAM
8 GB, Touch Screen Dimension: 6.4 inches;

- Smart watch specifications were as follows: Samsung Galaxy Watch1, CPU: Exynos
9110, DRAM 1.5 GB.

5.2. Accuracy Evaluation

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model, 100 datapoints were used for
training and the test was performed by applying 20 data, and the accuracy was calculated
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by counting the number of times correctly judged out of the 20 tests. Accuracy was
measured using Gaussian mixture and isolation forest algorithms, which are frequently
used for data classification. Gaussian mixture shows an accuracy of 37% and isolation
forest shows an accuracy of 83%. These results are not satisfactory, and the performance
when applying Gaussian mixture is very poor as seen in Figure 4. A scaling method
was used to improve the performance, and standardization method using mean-standard
deviation was also used to unify the range of different data values for each variable. This
method resulted in a performance improvement of about 5% in isolation forest. In the
previous classification process, the data accurately classified by Gaussian mixture was
often represented as misclassified in isolation forest. This is because machine learning finds
solutions in different ways, so it is reasonable to utilize an ensemble model that combines
the strengths of two machine learnings with different characteristics. This ensemble model
shows an accuracy of 90%. It is clear that this is a model with sufficient accuracy. Finally, a
model with an accuracy of 91.5% was obtained through an experiment through the scaling
performed previously.

Figure 4. Model accuracy evaluation [unit: %].

5.3. Evaluation by Training Dataset Size

In order to check the accuracy according to the size of the dataset, 20, 40, 60, 80, and
100 training data were collected, and the same test set was used. As shown in Figure 5,
the accuracy according to the size of the training dataset does not show much difference
between 20 and 100. On the contrary, it shows a result of a slight decrease in accuracy. The
reason for these results seems to be that the presented model uses too many variables. Since
the isolation forest uses the greedy algorithm to find a solution, if there are many variables
or data, it is highly likely to fall into the optimal solution problem, but the ensemble model
proposed in this paper offers some resistance to this problem.
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Figure 5. Accuracy according to training dataset size [unit: %].

5.4. Attack Resistance Assessment

It is evaluated whether the proposed model is resistant to authentication-performing
attacks. Most authentication processes are vulnerable to smudge attacks or shoulder
surfing attacks as described in the previous section. In this experiment, it is determined
that the user knows everything correctly, and each user’s test set is used to measure the
attack success rate. The experiment was conducted using data from 10 people with high
accuracy, and the success rate was measured by training each data and performing an
attack with the other nine test sets. The results are shown in Table 1 below, where it can
be seen that most of the success rates in attack resistance range from 0% to 5%, which
indicates strong security, and some data shows a success rate of less than 10%. As a result
of these experiments, it is possible to know that the proposed model classifies by reflecting
the unique data of individuals.

Table 1. Success rate for attacks with 100 training datasets [unit: %].

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5
Average

0 1.43 0 5.0 0

User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10
2.47

0 2.86 9.29 5.0 1.11

In the previous experiment, we were able to obtain sufficiently accurate results with
a training dataset of 20. Therefore, it was tested whether the 20 training datasets could
be sufficiently resistant to attack. The results are shown in Table 2. Most of the attack
success rates were 1% to 7% higher. On average, the attack success rate is 6.39%. However,
as the number of datasets increases, it is more helpful in judging an individual’s unique
information, so it seems to show a high attack success rate compared to the previous
experiment. However, with only 20 datasets, the attack success rate is as low as 0% and on
average, 6.39%, so this can be considered an authentication model with high security.
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Table 2. Success rate for attacks with 20 training datasets [unit: %].

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5
Average

1.11 5.56 0 8.33 2.22

User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10
6.39

5.0 7.78 13.89 12.78 7.22

5.5. Accuracy Evaluation over Time

Most behavior-based authentication method lose accuracy over time because the
authenticating behavioral factor is affected by time. In order to find out whether the
proposed model is also affected by the passage of time, the change in accuracy of the
model was measured for one month. Using three trial participants we measured whether
there was any change in accuracy during the period. For the training dataset, the success
rate was measured using the existing 100 datasets and 20 new datasets after a month
had elapsed. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6. The accuracy of the three
trial participants remained unchanged or slightly decreased. Therefore, we found that
the accuracy of the model was not significantly affected over time. The slight drop in
accuracy is due to the inclusion of behavior-based authentication variables. However, this
too does not depend entirely on behavior-based authentication through biometric-based
authentication variables, so it has resistance to decreasing accuracy over time.

Figure 6. Accuracy over time of month [unit: %].

5.6. Evaluation with Performance Time

The execution time is measured as a criterion to determine whether the authenti-
cation process of the proposed model can quickly classify users in use. Execution time
measurement is calculated by adding authentication operation time, data communication
time, and machine learning execution time. Each process is performed five times and the
result is calculated as an average. As shown in the results of Table 3, the authentication
process is completed in 0.82 s or less than 1 s. The user hardly feels the inconvenience of
authentication because the response is received in 0.29 s after the authentication operation
is completed, and this time is very fast.

Table 3. Performance time [unit: s].

Motion Transmission Machine Learning Total Time

0.53 0.02 0.27 0.82
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5.7. Comparison of Security and Functionality Features of Various Existing and Proposed Model

The performance related to the security and functionality of the existing widely used
authentication method and the proposed model is summarized, and the contents are shown
in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Comparison of security and functionality features of various existing and proposed model.

PIN and
Password Pattern Fingerprint Proposed

Model

User Friendly Good Good Good Good

Too long password or
complex pattern

Easy to forget
and

inconvenient

Easy to forget and
inconvenient

Not
affected

Not
affected

Accuracy over Time Poor Poor Good Good

Security
Performance Normal Poor High High

Influence of
password leakage Critical Critical Critical None

6. Conclusions

The proposed authentication model, which is an easy, fast and reliable method imple-
mented by integrating behavior-based and biometric authentication through smart watch is
set up and tested successfully. The model shows a high accuracy of 91.5% on the 100 train-
ing datasets, and it was able to maintain high accuracy, even when the number of training
datasets was reduced. The disadvantages of existing behavior-based authentication, which
significantly affect accuracy over time, have also been addressed. In experiments con-
ducted to find out if it is resistant to authentication attacks, this model showed average
attack success rates of 2.47% and 6.39% on 20 training datasets, so it can be evaluated as a
sufficiently secure model. The authentication process takes only 0.82 s, and a response can
be received within 0.29 s after the user action is completed, so there is no inconvenience
such as slow authentication. The Gaussian mixture and isolation forest methods find a
solution in a different way, so we use the two together to reduce the opposite accuracy
difference and increase the accuracy performance, so the ensemble model has the highest
accuracy. In future work, we will measure performance, compare it with various ma-
chine learning methods, and expand this authentication approach through a variety of
additional experiments.
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